Copper mining sites and transports routes in northeastern Yunnan in the 18th
and 19th centuries: Report of a fieldwork trip, 21.11. - 7. 12. 2007

Nanny Kim
The cooperation between the DGF research group "Monies, Markets and Finance in China and East Asia, 1600-1900"
and Prof. Su Rongyu 苏荣誉 of the Academy of Science, Beijing, a joint research trip to Northeastern Yunnan was
undertaken in late November to early December 2007 by Prof. Su and Dr. Kim. The trip aimed to explore possibilities of
using mining and smelting sites previously I had visited during the first fieldwork trip in March/April 2007 for a
reconstruction of historical technologies and to identify the overland routes used for the transport of copper from the
mines to the Huize copper agency and onwards north out of Yunnan into Southern Sichuan. These aims were fully
realized.
Valuable and much appreciated support was provided by:
•

Mr. Tian Wen, the head of the district government of Dongchuan, 东川区区长 田文, who made it possible to
visit mining sites in the areas of Shekuai and Yinmin, with Mr. Peng 彭 of Shekuai village government and Mr.
Zhang Xinghu 张兴虎 of the Yinmin township government providing most capable support along the way

•

The Bureau for Cultural Relics of Dongchuan District 东川区文物管理所, in particular Mr. Li Tianhu 李天祜,
the former head of the bureau, and Mr. Li Yan, who accompanied us

•

Mr. Yin Zhengxiang, deputy president of the People's Congress of Huize, 会泽县人大副主席 尹正祥, who
provided support of the research projects and personally accompanied me to explore the route of the first day
stage north of Huize and the irrigation tunnel from the Yili River to the Nagu plain

•

Local residents and officials provided help and much valuable information,,
especially Mr. Zhang Xinghu 张兴虎, party secretary of the Yinmin town
government, who offered the spectacular piece of information on a grave
stele and mining site of a private entrepreneur, farmer He 何 of Daduo on
the Puduhe [Ill. 1: Mr. He in his courtyard with a neighbour], who
interrupted his day's work for the better half of a day to take us to a furnace
and remains of a smelting site, Mr Mao Haiyang 毛海洋, who showed us
some old mines and related that his family moved to the area 14 generations
ago, and Mr. Gu ??? of Daduo on the Xiaojiang, who told us about his
ancestors who used to be professional copper transporters.

In addition to the fieldwork, Prof. Qin Shucai of the History Department of Yunnan
University, Kunming, 云南大学历史系 秦树才教授 organized a lively round of
discussion on transport routes between Ludian/Zhaotong and Xuyong with Prof. Lin
Chaomin 林超民教授, Prof. Lu Ren 陆韧教授 and other colleagues from the
department. Cooperation, possibly within the framework of a conference planned by
Prof. Lin Chaomin on the topic of Yunnan copper in Huize in the first half of 2008 as
well as with Dr. Chen Lihui 陈丽辉 博士 and colleagues of the Geography
department of Yunnan university were substantiated.
The trip achieved the following main results:
1.

Sites for further research on mining and smelting technologies identified:
Maolu, Shuijing

2.

Transport routes from the Xiaojiang valley to Huize, from Huize to Jiangdi identified, and further fieldwork on
transport routes in the Dongchuan area planned from Maolu to Yinmin and from Luoxue to the Xiaojiang.

3.

An example of a village engaged in mining (Xiaojiang cun 小江村) provided important information on profits
and labour organization, involving the transportation of ores by pack horses, the recruitment of labour from
villages in the vicinity, and the ranking of profits that display features that may not have been fundamentally
different in the Qing period.
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4.

Four stele texts containing important
information were recorded: The grave
stele of the Yang family who were
private mining entrepreneurs in
Shuijing 水井 village not far from
Yinmin 因民 (former Dashuigou 大水
沟), information provided by Zhang
Xinghu; a Qianlong period stele
recorded a reorganization of copper
transport in Dongchuan prefecture,
providing information on the groups
involved; the founding stele of the
Huguang guild hall 湖广会馆 provides
lists of contributors that contain
information on numbers of in-migrants,
their trades and wealth [Ill. 2: Four
stelea at the back of the main hall of
the Hubei and Hunan guild hall]; as
stele commemorating the extension of the Jiangxi guild hall 江西会馆 contains information on Jiangxi
enterprises involved in copper trade in the Daoguang period.

The overview below records the route and relevant places visited day by day.
22.11.2007: arrival Kunming
23.11.2007: arrival at Dongchuan 东川
Travelling by long-distance bus, Prof. Su Rongyu and myself arrived at Dongchuan at 2 pm. The afternoon was spent
meeting Mr. Li Tianhu and later Mr. Tian Wen, the district head, with his head of staff Hou Liqiong 侯丽琼, to discuss
possibilities linking the protection of cultural relics with tourist development and planning the trip to Maolu 茂麓 and
other mining sites.
24.11.2007: From Dongchuan to Shekuai 舍块, by jeep provided by the local government
Mr. Peng 彭, deputy part secretary, and Mr. Zhao 赵, another member of the Shekuai local government who used to be in
forestry, together with Mr. Li Tianhu and Mr. Li Yu 李煜 of the Offics for Cultural Relics, accompanied us to Shekuai.
Both Mr. Peng and Mr. Zhao were highly informative and helpful.
An early departure was somewhat delayed by diesel shortage. The driver, actually a secretary at the Shekuai village area
government, had queued up at the single state petrol station until 11 pm, when he had been told to give up and try from 7
am, but only returned with a full tank at about 9 am. We used the time to have a look at a photo exhibition organized by
the Shekuai local government. The photos were taken by photographers over the last year, some quite good.
The new road in the gravel bed of the Xiaojiang [003: The Xiaojiang gravel bed from the road towards Tuobuka], built
with contributions of companies, was now finished, and the road to Tuobuka widened and newly asphalted. We therefore
drove to Shekuai by a different route than during
my last visit in spring, omitting Tangdan and the
truck traffic. We had lunch at Tuobuka 拖布卡镇,
a large town with sprinkled villages around that is
spread across the merely hilly top of the
Xiangbiling ridge, here perhaps 5 km wide
between the Xiaoxiang and the Jinshajiang valley,
with many orchards at around 2000 m. With fine
weather, only a layer of clouds in the reafforested slopes ca. 2500 - almost 3000 m, we
rejoined the road from Tangdan and
Huangshuiqing 黄水箐 below Luoxue 落雪.
Strangely, much of the landscape looked much as
it had in spring, with bleached grass and freshly
tilled fields.
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Above Luoxue, Mr. Peng pointed our a stand of large ancient trees, explaining that these were cili 刺栗 trees [004photos:
Valley with numerous mining roads, 005stand of Cili trees and 006a young broken-off tree photographed along the road].
We had seen these tiny, creeperlike trees at an earlier stop and were perfectly prepared to believe that these large
specimens must be many hundred years old.

The Yunping basin at about 3200 m was again spectacular, and I saw a little more of the main village during a brief stop
here. From its lower end we dropped down towards the Puduhe. After some discussion, Mr. Zhao convinced us that all
we could do today was take a brief look at Maolu, as the descent to the furnace at Daduo below Shekuai would take too
long. (I was not convinced then, but the expedition to Daduo the following day proved him right.). On the track towards
Maolu above the Jinshajiang, further delay was caused by roadwork above: a new track ascending towards a village
further up was under construction, and debris shovelled down the slope had obliterated our track, so that we had to wait
for a digger to shovel the debris further down.
By the time we reached Maolu, it was almost dusk [007: At the Maolu furnace and 008: The Maolu mining slope from
the valley-bottom], so that we had only a brief look at the rebuilt furnace just above the stream and hurried down the
slope from above to see remains of walls and furnaces. Su Rongyu confirmed the importance of the site and we decided
to come back to record it properly and to walk the trail to Yinmin, the route the copper from this site would have been
carried in the Qing period.
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Enroute, we learned a fair bit about Shekuai and Maolu:
Shekuai area has some 8000 inhabitants, who are almost
all peasants, but with the majority of young people
working elsewhere as migrant labourers. The local
government encourages this by paying the bus tickets to
Dongchuan and organizing meetings on which migrants
present their experiences. The road from Luoxue to
Shekuai, under construction in spring, with many teams of
migrant labourers paving it with concrete pavestones, has
been built with funds of local entrepreneurs, and the dirt
track predecessor has been completed only a 3 to 5 years
ago.
As for Maolu, the track from the Shekuai road, some 15
km in length and completed in 2006, has been built by the
owner of the mine and ore processing plant there, and is
extremely popular with the local population of Maolu and
Baihe 白鹤厂 (a slightly larger village and site of a former
mine on the next stream upriver along the Jinshajiang).
This entrepreneur is originally from the village and, while
not living there any more, attempts actively to better
things there. (This does not keep him from planning to set
up a plant for processing sulphuric ores, which are treated
by highly aggressive acids however.) A tiny village
perched precariously on the southern slope of the Maolu
side-valley, is in the process of being moved to a safer
location, as this is a slope that is certain to come down in a
landslide at some point. Although the new site is a ledge
on the ridge above the Jinshajiang only at a few kilometres
distance, Mr. Peng related that it had been quite difficult to
convince inhabitant of moving, even though funds of over
10,000 Yuan for new houses per family had been scraped together.
During my last visit I learnt that the water of the Maolu stream was aggressive, said to be "potassium water" (硝水). Li
Yan now told me that this was the case with most streams within a few kilometres of the Jinshajiang, but did not apply
for the Maolu stream above Maolu village. The reason for this contamination remains unclear, it might be caused by a
geological layer exposed in the Jinshajiang erosion valley.
We reached the seat of the Shekuai government with a new and tidy guest-house well after dark, enjoying the stillness of
the night and the brilliance of the stars.
25.11.2007: excursion to a smelting site with a largely intact furnace near 达朵 on the Puduhe 普渡河
The following morning began hazy and turned into a
quite hot day, with temperatures well above 20°. Mr.
Zhao rang someone by mobile phone to be our guide,
who turned out to be Mr. He 何, an enterprising owner
of a plantation of orange and mandarin trees. While
Shekuai is spread across very steep slopes of the
Puduhe at between ca. 1400 and 2300 m, Daduo is a
village on the tongue of an ancient mudslide, sitting
right on the river far below Shekuai [009: The eastern
end of Shekuai and 010: Daduo on its little plateau
above the Puduhe]. Although locals walk the ca. 700 m
descent in half an hour and ascend in about 1 hour, it
took us an hour to the house and plantations of Mr. He,
still at least 150 m above the main village. To the
furnace, we turned off an followed an old irrigation
channel on the contour, which had been modernized
with concrete some years ago, but abandoned some 2
years earlier, because of pollution by mining activities
on the upper
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reaches of the stream it fed from (These were and remained out of sight), and had already been covered by debris in some
places [011: The Puduhe just east of Daduo]. Turing a corner into a side-stream of the Puduhe, we reached a small nose
on the ridge, upon which the remains of the mining site sat in a tiny grove of ricinus trees, locally called "black sesame"
黑麻. The row of smelting constructions consisted of walls around a square of some 3x3 m, according to Su Rongyu
probably the roasting kiln, two smaller bases, possibly remains of furnaces, and a largely intact furnace [012: The Daduo
furnace]. Walls below and above demarcated the site. A look some 50 to 70 m further up the ridge on the next, but much
steeper nose, revealed no further traces [013: The site seen from above].

Mr. He also took us a little way further along the irrigation channel/track to show us a hole that might have been a mine.
This site, however turned out to have been covered by debris. As the slope turned rocky, blackened and whitened bits of
rock, according to Su Rongyu suggested that ore had at least been tentatively mined here by heating the rock with fire.
The terrain was however too difficult to investigate the markings. Asked about the presence of a few trees and some
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stumps, Mr. He told us that there used to be quite a dense forest on the slope of the stream, but that it had been cut
illegally some 7 to 8 years ago [014: Remaining trees on the slope of the gorge of the side-stream and 015: Rock with
traces of heating with fire, probably foe test-mining].

On the way back to Shekuai, we had a late lunch at Mr. He's and reached the Shekuai government houses with the
evening sun. I was told that a village perched on a nose several 100 m above the modern centre of Shekuai was one of the
very few remaining all-Yi villages. It was too late in the
day to walk up to village to have a loo around. [015:
House under construction at Shekuai]
26.11.2007: Shekuai to Luoxue, by jeep provided by the
local government
Over night, the weather changed; with snow on the higher
mountains and rain setting in at breakfast time. As the
walk from Maolu had been impossible (and I was even
against the drive along the track above the Jinshajiang), we
changed our plans and decided to return to Luoxue, to have
a look at Yinmin. It took a while to organize a car, and the
drive on the wet road was less than enjoyable, although the
concrete paving indeed fulfilled its purpose of being less
slippery than asphalt. Although it soon stopped raining,
there was now a thin snow cover at Yunping, which turned
into frozen snow as we left the basin and climbed over
3200 m. Some delay was caused when the car slid off the road in a bend and we had to pile up small rocks for an
improvised ramp to get the front wheels back on the road. More delay was caused by me preferring to walk the stretch of
the road where the snow was completely frozen over and the slope to one side precipitous. Thankfully, I was supported
by Su Rongyu, who explained that we wanted to take photos and jogged along with me [017: Below and above Luoxue
on the 24th and on the 26th].
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Upon reaching the Yinmin 因民 township government (located
at Luoxue), we were handed over the local officials there.
After some hunting for people in charge, Zhang Xinghu 张兴
虎, a young party secretary appeared, who turned out to be
quite thoughtful and capable. Situated at almost 3200 m, posts
at the Yinmin township are quite unpopular, with presumably
junior cadres being sent there for limited periods of time,
usually not longer than 3 years. They leave their families in
Dongchuan or other more hospitable zones and have one week
in four off (Shekuai has the same arrangement). As there is no
heating (but in the government guestrooms we had the luxury
of electric blankets), we could see the point. After a fairly early
lunch, a car was organized and we were joined by Mr. Mao
Haiyang 毛海洋, the local resident in charge of looking after
cultural relics, and drove down to Yinmin. Yinmin, some 13
km down the valley, is quite a large mining town of perhaps
20,000 inhabitants (as the majority are un-registered workers
hired by 12 private mining and processing firms, the precise
number is unknown to the Yinmin local government),
crammed into narrow valleys, the confluence of the stream
descending from Luoxue and the Dashuigou joining it
(Dashuigou nowadays is a small, heavily polluted stream, but
Mr. Mao said that it used to be much larger) [018: The mining
town Yinmin]. We scrambled up to two sites, which Li Tianhu
had found in the 1980s and which had been classified as
ancient mines by Kunming specialists, both
only a little way above the valley-bottom.
One was a short gallery, situated right
above the confluence of the streams in an
old rockfall of whitish rock. It was under
10 m in depth, though possibly collapsed
that followed a crevice in a large old
rockslide [019: Li Tianhu and Su Rongyu
outside the adit]. It showed curious
drillmarks [020: drillmark]. The other
gallery was equally short. It was called beggars' den, Huazi dong 花子洞 and had
clearly been inhabited at some point in the none too distant past. Mr. Mao told us
that his wife had been in mining for a while, and that he knew of numerous mining
galleries a long way (i.e. at least 500 m in height) up the slope opposite Huazi
dong, but recalled having seen only one heap of slag in a forest close to these.
Time did not permit an exploration of these sites, so we returned to the Yinmin
local government to stay here overnight.
Mr Mao Haiyang (ca. 50 years old) told us, that he was originally from Niuchang
ping 牛场坪, the largest village of Yinmin, situated on the largest ledge above the Jinshajiang. He knew that he was the
14th descendant from in-migrants from the Nanjing area, and that the Mao-clan has over 100 members in Nichang ping
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and its vicinity. He also related that there was a site of bamboo paper production, which used to sell paper for religious
purposes throughout the area.
Mr. Zhang Xinhu, who had been in the position for only about a year, and had toured all villages in the township to get
acquainted with their conditions, provided a highly important information. There was a site of a grave with an extant stele
of the Yang 杨 family, which recorded that they had been involved in private copper mining in one of the three villages
of Xiao shuijing 小水井, Shang shuijing 上水井 and Xia shuijing 下水井, with remains of mines, slag heaps and at least
the basis of a furnace still visible as well.
Luoxue nowadays consists of the seat of the local government and a number of older, somewhat dilapidated houses along
the road, probably inhabited mostly by workers of the - mostly relatively small and private-run - iron and copper mines
visible along the road higher up. We were told, however, that during the boom-period of the state mining company in the
1980s, Luoxue had some 20,000 inhabitants, and a movie theatre going day and night. The state company went bankrupt
in the 1990s, the main processing plant (Soviet type) at 222 was dismantled and sold for its metal worth a few years ago.
It has since been regrouped as Yinmin Mining, employing some 4000 workers and located at Yinmin, which has now
become the centre of mining. Zhang Xinghu also told us the amount of rock dug out from the mountain over the four(?)
decades of industrialized mining and that the mountain under Luoxue is basically a hollow shell, but I forgot the figure,
because it was too enormous).
27.11.2007: Return from Yinmin to Dongchuan, by jeep provided by the local government
Although the weather improved, and it hardly snowed during the night, there was clearly no point in returning to the
original plan, so we decided to walk instead the day-stage from the Xiaojiang valley at Daduo to Huize. We had another
relatively late start, for a car had to be fetched from Yinmin and it appeared advisable to wait until the sun had hopefully
melted the ice over the snow. We drove down in a convoy of two cars with some other officials who had business in
Dongchuan, again on the new road via Tuobuka. Having reached the valley-bottom of the Xiaojiang, we had an early
lunch at a fish-farm, run by a women entrepreneur who markets her fish to Dongchuan. The boiled fish tasted thoroughly
awful, especially after dozens of serpentines and considering the water it had spent its year-long life in.
In the afternoon, we had a look at Anshunqiao - another driver-secretary engaging in skilful cross-driving some 8 km up
the bed of the Xiao Qinghe. The power plant in the valley, for
which the stream had been diverted into a concrete channel
running along the steep Southwestern slope, was almost
completed. The bridge had been somewhat safeguarded, but its
position is no longer explicable from the setting.
Following this, we were taken for another side-trip to the site
of a trial excavation of an ancient bronze-age settlement at
Lümao 绿茂. The location of this settlement on an "island" at a
point where a stream divides into two arms around a sediment
bank (ca. 10-20 m above the valley-bottom, 200-300 m in
length, 50-100 m wide) was impressive - now the fields on the
bank are qualified poor, because very dry and impossible to
irrigate, but this may have been different when the stream had
more water and the area was less arid [Dadi excavation site in
the fields].
Return to Dongchuan in the early evening and stay in the best hotel in town for a hot shower and a good night's sleep
before a long walk. (Spent the evening preparing the voluminous documents required for a German visa for Mr. Li
Tianhu.)
28.11.2007: Walk from the Xiaojiang-valley to
Huize 会泽
Departure by taxi (the first ever car taxi spotted in
the city) from Dongchuan at 8 am. As was to
expected, the Xiali could not go far on the dirt
track on the northern bank of the Xiaojiang,
which turns off the new road after the narrow part
of the valley near the bridge towards Tangdan.
The taxi dropped us at the eastern end of the
bottom of the great mudslide, which left some 7
km of a walk in to the mouth of the Jianshan 尖
山 valley. Keeping along the northern edge of the
Xiaojiang's gravel bed, we passed two fans of
great mudslides (actually mud-and-rockslides
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nishiliu 泥石流). On the southern side of the valley, a great sediment bank, about 50-100 m in height, had been eaten
away by the Xiaojiang and a stream coming down from the south to a triangular shape [Enormous triangular sediment
plateau on the Xiaojiang]. The large village on the plateau of this bank is probably Daduo 大朵. We entered a young
eucalypt grove at the western end of the second, quite recent and deadly grey mudslide.
As we were discussing the reason for planting trees here probably in order to protect lower-lying fields in the
Xiaojiang valley (but there were no fields in sight)? - we
found ourselves just below a site of small-time mining,
with a collection point serviced by trucks and teams of
horses and drivers moving up and down the rocky corner
to the galleries [pack horses at the zinc mine]. People told
us that these were zinc and lead mines, run by people from
Xiaojiang cun 小江村. Women and men with a team of
pack horses told us that they were being paid 10 Yuan per
100 kg (=packload), that a return trip to the mines to about
1 hour and that they managed 7 or 8 trips per day. The
horses were relatively large, about 1.1 m at the shoulder,
and each man or women supervised two horses, while
him- or herself carrying a carrying basket. The horses
were their own and being bred locally for the purpose. Later, a man who usually works in the mines, told us that they
worked in teams of 4 to 5 men, were paid 50 Yuan/day, and produce 1 to 2 tons per day and team. There is no training for
the job, the locals are simply expected to know what an ore seam looks like. He was from one of the villages higher up in
the valley. A little way on, the village came into sight, perched on a nose at the entrance to the valley. We were told that
out of 68 families living in this village, 60 are involved in mining. Agriculture evidently has become a sideline, with
many abandoned fields and fields turned into pasture. Apparently, the locals are engaged in the more lucrative
occupations of organizing the mines and of transport, while the actual miners mostly are men from the surrounding,
poorer villages. It appears probable that the name of the village is related to the former Xiaojiang bridge 小江桥, a large,
seasonal bridge across the river for the purpose of copper transports. This most likely was the one and only permanently
maintained bridge across the Xiaojiang. (We were told that an improvised beam bridge still exists, which we had not
heard about the previous day.)
The Jianshan valley bifurcates
almost immediately, and we
were lucky to meet two men who
told us which way to walk to
Wenquan 温泉. One of these
was a miner who had a day or a
shift off, and provided the
information included above. The
other, Mr. Gu (or Hu?) was from
Daduo and on the way to some
family matter. Some 45 years old,
he told us (in a strong dialect that
even Su Rongyu understood
imperfectly) that his family had
originally come from the
Nanjing region and that his
ancestors had been copper
transporters [Mr Hu (?) setting
us on the right track]. According
to him, they used to employ
large mules, such as not to be
seen nowadays, that carried
loads of 100 kg, and they used to
make the way down from Luoxue to the Xiaojiang, some 70 km, and another 30 km up again to Huize in a day and a
night (!!!). This may sound unlikely but agrees with observations by Western travellers to the region in the late nineteenth
century. Mr. Gu (?) put us on the right track, a driving and walking track in the gravel bed of the stream, and left us to
turn off below Baipo 白坡, a small village on a tiny nose on the southern slope under a huge slope of whitish rock. The
next village, a bit higher up on the eastern slope, is Dashiping 大石坪. We passed a small mine consisting of but a few
galleries right in the stream's bed - the explanation of a track left by small trucks. An elderly goatherd sat on the rocks
overseeing his 30 goats and telling us that he sold them for about 700 Yuan each. We had to crisscross the stream, which
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was dark grey, polluted by an ore processing plant almost on the Huize plateau. Taking a jump, Su Rongyu stumbled and
had the misfortune of dropping his camera into the turbid water. Wet but hot, we kept on (I took to wading through for
security - the friendly goatherd gesticulated as I walked back to the track after Su Rongyu's accident, and actually offered
to carry me across the rapid, knee-deep water!), passing below Xintian 新田, a village on a small ledge on the eastern
slope.
By Xintian, we saw the valley bifurcating again ahead of us, with a spectacular, razor-sharp hill sitting on the lowest part
of the dividing ridge, presumably jianshan ("spike mountain"), and an enormous sediment plateau rising at least 300m
from the valley-bottom on the western slope of the western arm of the valley [Jianshan].

Mr. Gu had told us about a part of the old road at a white house.
There was an obviously new, brightly white house on a small saddle
just below the bifurcation. We headed for it and caught up with a
young woman coming home from her fields who told us that they
had moved here to plant medicinal herbs, and that we should head
straight up to find the path. Scrambling up between tiny fields we did
a trodden path, the beginning of which we had missed because of
keeping to the driving track. Following this track, we were overtaken
a couple with a donkey and saw altogether 3 round mounds of stones
turns of the track and on a small saddle, probably markings for some
purpose and certainly predating the period when the path became a
local trail [trail and
stone mound].
There were also short
sections of the trail
that showed remains
cut stone. By the time
we reached the top of
the sediment terrace,
we were overtaken by
tiny elderly lady with
small carrying basket [elderly lady with basket].
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A group of women was sitting on the grass next to the abyss, surveying
their grazing cows, peeling a sack of peanuts and doing needlework
[group of women]. In the last corner formed by a small erosion gully
before the terrace widened, shallow caves in the limestone rock showed
traces of having been inhabited or used for camps - by copper transporters
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during rainy weather, when the descent was too dangerous? [smoke-blackened cave and bit of paved trail]

Up on the sediment terrace, there was a string of villages, with three newly moved villages added in between
(presumably from unstable slopes elsewhere in the district) along the driving track. We passed [presumably, we were too
puffed out to ask at this point] Maopingzi 毛坪子 on the lowest corner of the terrace, Xiaopingzhai 小坪寨 or Xiaopingzi
小坪子, and Wenquan 温泉. Although we found the old track behind the first village, is soon disappeared among the
fields and we had to keep to the driving track for the rest of the way. There are further villages at the high end of the
southern end of the terrace, the stream runs far below in a wild erosion gully, and there are villages on small, but
apparently more fertile, i.e. irrigated ledges on the opposite western slopes. After a longish walk along the track, made
longer by the occasional erosion gully, the terrace narrowed after Wenquan, a quite large village.
Around a mountain shoulder, we found ourselves heading west and facing another large village across a steep side-valley.
Realizing that we had missed a turnoff from the driving track, we headed down between the last steep fields and rejoined
the walking trail across this side-valley. The village was Dacunzi 大村子, on a large descending sediment nose that was
irrigated. We climbed up through the village and ended up practicing the dialect pronunciation of Huize (approximately
"Hui2-ce0") on the villagers to make ourselves understood. With helpful instructions and declining an invitation for
supper, we climbed up next to the irrigation channel and rejoined the driving track above the village [Su Rongyu above
Dacunzi, and view down on irrigated plateau].
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The ridges here were re-afforested. The open pit
mines and processing plant responsible for the
pollution of the stream now came into sight on
the opposite slope. In waning daylight, we
covered the last kilometres [view down the
Jianshangou in twilight], with the track taking
us to cross the stream, where we left it and took
a trail that clambered up along the now unpolluted, tiny stream, crossing several warm
springs. Reaching a little basin, we suddenly
found ourselves in a nearly deserted and
somewhat dilapidated tourist site, with a dry
swimming pool surrounded by cabins for
bathing in the hot springs. Another climb up the
top end of the stream's valley took us to the
plateau. As it was now dark and we were unable
to judge distances, we kept walking along a
straight dike-path, eventually hitting the road
that skirts the edge of the plateau and finding Zhang Ming, the helpful taxi driver who had been waiting for us for a while
(I had kept his mobile number from the last visit, but we had rung him a bit too early).
We reached Huize, ca. 5 km down the road at 8 pm. Total distance covered was around 30 km, climbing from about 800
m to 2000 m.
29.11.2007: Huize
After walk through town to the sites of the two former mints, we happily ended up at the Wanshou gong /Jiangxi
guildhall, where we spent the afternoon studying stele assembled here. Su Rongyu noted that a sequence of Daoguang
stele on the extension (or reconstruction?) of the hall contained names of companies that might have been important
enough to be recorded in Jiangxi gazetteers or other sources. In a hall next to the entrance, where various steles from
various locations in and around the city are assembled, he found an almost illegible Qianlong stele that contained the
word "copper transports." A couple of hours later, we had deciphered much of the text, recording a highly interesting
reorganization of copper transports. [photos of the sites of the Old Mint and the New Mint]

In the evening we met Mr. Yin Zhengxiang, the president of the Huize Workers' Union and vice-president of the local
people's congress. He was even more supportive than during my last
visit, and declared that he would himself come with me to check the
transport route northwards from Huize over the weekend. Having the
assurance that I would get something done during the last remaining
days after Su Rongyu's departure, I dropped the plans of going to
Guizhou for this visit.
30.11.2007: Huize, excursion to Baiwu cun 白雾村, by taxi
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Again by Zhang Ming's taxi, we went to Baiwu cun
[Baiwucun: village from below], formerly the main
village on the Nagu plain which we had missed last
time. According to Yin Zhengxiang's book, this village,
the first stage westwards from Huize, also possessed
guildhalls. Traces of former wealth were indeed evident,
with several well-to-do residences, a Shoufosi 寿佛寺
temple - the same name as the Huguang guild hall - and
another, restored temple [Restored temple]. We passed
by a number of old shops, higher and more massive
than the many Republican-period shops of Huize and
Zhaotong [shop]. The most impressive group of
buildings were on the now and then village square, with
a two-storied storehouse to the west [storehouse], and a
noble residence with refined woodcarvings on the east now part of the local primary school [residence].
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Next to this residence, there was another temple, built in the Guangxu
era. Whether or not the temples in this village had ever been guildhalls,
however, is uncertain.
On the way back, we attempted to find the irrigation tunnel
completed, again according to Yin's book, in the late Qianlong period.
This tunnel diverted water from the Yilihe ("River shaded by willows")
on the other side of the narrow but steep mountain range for irrigation to
the Nagu plain (Nagu, meaning "black earth", indicating formerly
stagnant, marshy conditions). We found the modern channel and an
older contour channel, but had to turn back, as Su Rongyu had to return
to Dongchuan before catching a plane to Nanjing the following day.
We were back in Huize at lunchtime, where I set myself up at the more central Huize bingguan; Su Rongyu departed, and
I returned to the Shoufo gong 寿佛宫/Huguang guildhall 湖广会馆 and spent the afternoon copying four steles on the
contributions raised for the building of this temple/guildhall.
1.12.2007: Excursion along the first day-stage on the courier road northwards from Huize, guided and organized
by Mr. Yin Zhengxiang, president of the Huize Workers' Union
Together with Mr. Yin, Mr. Yang Yingbiao, and driver Hong, we
drove and walked along the first day-stage from Huize to Hongshi
yan (Hongshi ai) 红石岩 and Tiansheng qiao 天生桥. In fine, again
almost hot weather, Mr. Yin had organized the party secretary of the
Wuxing village area government to meet us en route and show us the
way. As expected, the highway to Sichuan, which is now in the final
stages of construction, largely follows the course of the old road.
According to local gazetteers and the US maps, this road was
reconstructed and perhaps made usable by vehicles in the Republican
period. On this day, we saw few traces of an old road, and these were
certainly not usable by vehicles. However, much about the course of
the road, place names and conditions could be clarified.
We drove out from Huize, leaving the motor road towards Zhehai 者
海 after Zhaojiacun 赵家村, the first village northeast of the city.
Mawu 马武, would have been the next settlement northeastwards.
We took a narrow road through Huani 华泥, a large, spread-out
village, said to have a history of 200 years. Reaching the reafforested foothills (and some mines), we ascended a driving track
towards Tuogu 拖姑, a well-trodden path turned off at the bottom,
which indeed turned out to be one of the old roads. At the first house
of Tuogu, which turned out to be a station of the village government,
a young cadre immediately provided information on the road used in
times of horses and porters. He took us back and showed a small
square trough cut into a slab next to the trail still in use, almost
exactly 80 x 50 cm, some 40 cm deep [trough]. The location is still
called shigang yakou 石缸丫口 ("stone trough pass"). According to
local tradition, this trough was filled with water by the locals of
Tuogu for the convenience of passers-by. He then made us walk
down the track to the juncture I had noticed at its bottom, with traces
of a formerly 3 to 4 m wide road, at times bordered by a low stone
wall, and possibly of hoof imprints on some rocks [old road]. He also
said that there used to be an alternative route further south, and a
basin called Ximatang 洗马塘 ("horse-bathing pond") on the crest.
Whether or not these oral traditions are later interpretations, the
course of the road climbing to the lowest ridge into the Heitu basin,
appears clear. The trough, however, being rather too small for
practical purpose would make sense only if the old road did not pass
through the village of Tuogu (which appears probably according to
the US map but could not be established, because we drove on along
a driving track to Heitu.)
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Heitu 黑土, formerly Heituji 黑土基 (meaning unclear) [Heituji basin], is a large village in a wide, sediment-filled redsoil basin at 2300 m, with more villages on its western rim, one of which is called Laodianzi ("old station" or "old store"),
and some karst-dells.

We had lunch in a village restaurant and followed the new
highway for about 4 km, before getting off the cars and walking
along a driving track gradually descending along a small stream.
No-one new the name of the stream descending from the Heitu
basin, but it is a tributary of the Ganhe 干河. At the bottom, at the
confluence of the stream with another, slightly larger stream, is
the village of Banbian qing 半边箐 ("Half-side Thicket ")
[Banbianqing]. According to the villagers, the name derives from
the fact that the eastern slope was too steep for use. The road
through the village centre had old pavement [Road in the village].
We stopped to talk to three old men, and the youngest and most
talkative of these told us that this road had been built by Daoist
Jiang 蒋道人. There was also complaint about the compensation
for fields used up for the construction of the highway, which
descends into the valley above the village [Highway behind the
village].

From Banbianqing, the old road followed the stream down to the Ganhe, probably mostly clinging to the less steep
western slopes of the valley, about 15 km to Hongshi yan. Below Banbian qing, the stream soon descends into an erosion
gully, and we clambered up to the highway where the drivers were waiting. We passed by Yezhu chong 野猪冲 ("Wild
boar crossroads"), but then had to leave the cars again, because the highway was being asphalted. We walked over two
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stilted sections, an then along a trail into and through the
village of Hongshi yan ("red rock," in fact with a reddish
rockface on a corner overlooking the village), located at the
mouth of a small side-valley [Hongshiyan]. The trail crossing
the side-stream was said - and perhaps is - the course of the
old road. At the end of the highway bridge, we had been met
by the group leader of the village of Hongshi yan, and were
now taken to his house for refreshments, in fact a full-blown
meal with lots of fruit and steamed potatoes. The group
leader told us that there were ruins of the former courier
station below, still called Lao madian 老马店 ("old horse
station"), and took us down to have a look. The ruined houses
of tamped earth were to both sides of a street on a low
sediment bank partly eroded by the stream. The families, who
used to live here, were moved away 8 years ago, because of
the erosion by the stream and the highway construction. The
location appears probable, though not much beyond the fact
that there would have been buildings to both sides of the ca.
1.2 m wide road was visible now [Laomadian].

About 1 km further downstream, walking below the stilted highway, we reached Tiansheng qiao 天生桥 ("natural
bridge"), with two arched bridges built in the 1950s or 60s, but no natural bridge. At this confluence to two streams, the
valley bottom widens considerably, and the further course of the route became hard to establish.
From this point, we were picked up be our drivers again, and taken to the headquarters of the local government at
Wuxing, for dinner with baijiu, after which we returned to Huize after dark.
2.12.2007: Excursion along the third day stage on the courier road northwards from Huize to Jiangdi, by taxi
Mainly for reasons of convenience, I decided to check some details along the third day-stage, as the second of the three
day stages from Huize to Jiangdi 江底 ("river-bottom") on the Niulanjiang 牛栏江 required long detours and possibly
roads not accessible due to the highway construction, but would become easily reachable as soon as the highway was
completed in about a month's time. It was cool and drizzly in Huize in the morning, and rainy on the way to Zhehai, but
improved as we headed north.
We rejoined the route of the old road at Toudaohe 头道河 ("first-road river"), where the Ganhe turns sharply east. It was
not evident which of the two descending valleys the old road would have com down, nor which of the several sidevalleys branching northward to ascended. The motorway crosses a watershed range into the Yiche 迤车 (meaning unclear)
valley, which is quite straight, running NNW. The new highway follows this broad and densely populated valley on the
western bank of the stream, the motor road – almost certainly following the old road here, runs east of the stream and
through numerous villages and towns. We stopped between Suoqiao 索桥 ("chain bridge") and Yiche town, but were
unable to obtain any information on the meanings of the place-name and the question, which of the adjoining settlements
was older.
Where the Yiche valley narrows and turns NW and the village Zhangjiacun 张家村 ("Zhang family village"), the old
road – probably identical with a frequented track – ran up in a gully-like side valley, while the motor road zigzags up the
slope. At the watershed (ca. 200 m above the valley), Yakou tang 丫口塘 ("pass station") begins, with the old road
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probably running somewhat west of the motor road. From here, the motor road and the old road descend this fairly short
valley towards Jiangdi, over a total distance of under 15 km.
I had myself dropped off at Sanshan qiao 三善桥 near the
village of Shiqiao 石桥 ("stone bridge"), a bridge built in the
Guangxu period by merchant guilds [Sanshanqiao: view
down to Jiangdi]. The position of this bridge, a short way
above the point where the stream descends into a short gorge
falling down steeply towards the Niulanjiang, seemed a bit
odd to us, when we had first noticed it in March. In order to
find out, whether it actually was on the main road and thus
probably replaced a bridge that had disappeared earlier in the
19th century, I followed the small trail leading from it for half
an hour. This trail actually climbed around the shoulder of the
mountain, with some remains of a former road still visible. I
did not take the time to follow it around the shoulder and
down to Jiangdi, but the layout of the visible trail appeared
logical, as it avoided the rocky gorge below [Old trail around
mountain shoulder, modern road far below]. Nevertheless, it
was apparent that the descent, as well as the ascent from
Jiangdi on the opposite slope, and the position and names of
several villages above and to the east of Jiangdi might reveal
information on older courses of the road, perhaps also on the
course of the road before a permanent bridge was built at
Jiangdi.
I returned and walked the stretch to Liyuan 梨园 ("pear
orchard"), some 10 km where the road built in the Republican
period is clearly visible just above the motor road. Although
eroded in places and destroyed by the course of the motor
road around a few noses, the old road is almost continually
walkable, with paving and an original with of between 2 and
3 m still visible in places [Bit of Republican period paved
road]. There were also 4 bridges, 3 of these very small, and
one arch spanning ca. 5 m. One of the small bridges was
about 1.5 m below the level of the Republican road and might
therefore have been older.

[Small bridge, probably Republican period] I rejoined the taxi
driver at Liyuan and returned to Huize from there.
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3.12.2007: Excursion to Nagu, guided and organized by Mr. Yin Zhengxiang
On the following day, Mr. Yin Zhengxiang, again with Mr. Yang
Yingbiao and the driver, took me to the irrigation tunnels at Nagu.
[52-year-old Peasant women carrying maize stalks, above Leli]
The location formerly called Lao ? cao has been submerged by the
second dam on the river. Mr. Yin told me, that the tunnel was located
below the new irrigation tunnel, drilled in 1959, when the modern,
Soviet advised irrigation and power system was built. As this tunnel
entrance would have been several metres (the dam is about 10-15 m
high, the old tunnel entrance would have been about 7 m above the
river level), a reasonably long diversion channel must have led up to
the tunnel [The entrance of modern irrigation tunnel on the Yilihe
reservoir]. As we walked towards the Nagu end of the tunnel, it
became evident that the tunnel cut through the watershed range at its
narrowest point, perhaps requiring a length of merely ca. 300 m. We
reached the point where a distribution weir-system sends the water
along 3 irrigation channels in different directions [Partial views of
the water distribution system at old exit of irrigation tunnel above
Leli]. The entrance of the old tunnel has been blocked, Mr. Yin told
me that it had been in use until 1959, and that though partly
collapsed, there still was water inside.
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After this, we drove on to Nagu, and I was taken to
the lower irrigation tunnel, first built in the
Daoguang period, that took water from the Nagu
plain through another watershed to irrigate another,
smaller plateau below. This tunnel, however, had
been recently widened and rebuilt in exactly the
same location as the old tunnel. My surprise at the
gap in time between the construction of the two
tunnels was explained by the driver, who was from
Nagu. He told me that this low end of the plain used
to be all marshy and used only for its reeds, and that
the soil was still black here, while it is reddish
elsewhere. We had a look across the watershed onto
the broken up plateau, the upper reaches of the
Yanshuigou, but the length of the tunnel was hard to
establish.
Returning to Nagu, we had lunch at the headquarters
of the Yilihe power company, in the company of its
quite interesting general manager, formerly a dentist,
whose parents came to Nagu with the construction
of the dams in the 1950s.
Upon returning to Huize, I used the rest of the
afternoon to copy a Qianlong period stele at the
main Buddist temple, now revived as the Dafosi 大
佛寺.
4.12.2007: Return from Huize to Kunming
Before taking the long distance bus to Kunming, I
did a quick tour of the remaining guild halls and
temples of Huize, the Fujian guild hall [Fujian
huiguan], the Caishen miao 财神庙 (or Wenmiao 文
庙?) at a prominent high place above the city, with a
fine, two-storied main hall remaining [Main Hall and upper open
corridor at the Wenmiao (or perhaps Caishenmao?)], another temple a
little way down, and a two halls of the Yunnan guild hall (?) close-by
[Yunnan huiguan?].
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Another hall was inaccessible within
the eastern part of the city, and the
hall of the Jiangnan guildhall (?) a
ruin next of a stone masonry,
formerly adjacent to the east wall
[Jiangnan huiguan?].
The overland bus traveled via
Zhehai and Daibu, rejoining the
highway at Daibu.
5.12.2007: Kunming, meetings at
Yunnan university
I stayed at the Yunda hotel in order
to meet colleagues of the history and
geography departments we had first
met in March-April. Meetings with
Prof. Qin Shucai and colleagues,
joined by Prof. Lin Chaomin, Lu
Ren and others for lunch, led to a
lively discussion on reasons that might explain the earliest regulations on copper transports, which required copper from
Dongchuan to be taken overland from Ludian to Zhenxiong and on to Xuyong. A colleague from Weixin confirmed, that
the terrain is extremely rugged and that travelling to Zhaotong used to take weeks when he was a child. Another
colleague provided a useful contact at the Zhaotong Cultural Relics Office, which might make another visit to this area
more hopeful than the last. Prof. Lin Chaomin told me, that he is planning a conference on copper in the first half of 2008.
Meeting Prof. Chen Lihui 陈丽辉 of the geography department in the afternoon, I learnt that Prof. Tan Shucheng 谈树成
had just departed for a one-year visit to the United States, but that there was another colleague working on a field directly
related to historic environmental change in Yunnan, whom we should contact before the next trip to Kunming by the
geography team.
06.12.2007: departure
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